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Planning Policies Post Independence

Making of Mumbai
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Making of a Global City - Mumbai
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• MMR 

• Proposals
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The Future Way

• “Sustainable development of human settlements 

combines economic development, social development 

and environmental protection, with full respect for all 

human rights and fundamental freedoms, including the 

right to development, and offers a means of achieving 

the world of greater stability and peace, built on ethical 

and spiritual vision

•
• Preamble to “The Habitat Agenda”, United Nations
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To have a farsighted Plan to meet
the immediate and long term
financial, commercial aspects by
removing all constraints to have
quality built environment.

Thinking      Pro business   Open transparent    Being flexible       Working

long term     Approach         system                     and responsive   as one 

THINKING 

LONG 

TERM
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The Authorities need to work
hand-in-hand with the private
sector in urban renewal and
development

PRO 

BUSINESS 

APPROACH

Thinking      Pro business   Open transparent    Being flexible       Working

long term     Approach         system                    and responsive    as one 
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Thinking      Pro business   Open transparent    Being flexible       Working

long term     Approach         system                    and responsive    as one 

OPEN 

TRANSPARENT 

SYSTEM

That is by encouraging

public participation in the

planning and implem-

entation process.
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Thinking      Pro business   Open transparent    Being flexible        Working

long term     Approach         system                    and responsive      as one 

BEING 

FLEXIBLE AND 

RESPONSIVE 

To the changing needs and
circumstances as the
growing affluence has led to
greater aspirations and
demands accordingly it is
required that any planning
provides for review of
development strategy from
time to time.
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Thinking      Pro business    Open transparent    Being flexible       Working 

long term     Approach         system                     and responsive     as one 

WORKING 

AS ONE

All governmental authorities,

agencies not only within

Mumbai but also around the

city i.e. MMR (Mumbai Metropolitan

Region) must adopt a shared

vision that overrides the

interest of individual

authorities.
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The five planning aspects mentioned here may sound utopian,

but with the positive belief in the concept it is possible.

We sincerely hope that this joint collaborative Workshop of SPA

Delhi, MCGM & Kyoto University GCOE project as planned will

not only be narrative but with participation all of you - experts in

the field, authorities and the profession will certainly be a step

towards achieving the goal of making the city of Mumbai a

great place to live.

Thinking      Pro business    Open transparent    Being flexible       Working 

long term     Approach         system                     and responsive     as one 

Thank you !        Rajiv R.Mishra,    Architect & Planner


